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ABSTRACT 
It is known that an irreducible representation of Z,(C) whose highest weight is a partition of n 
affords in its zero weight space the irreducible representation of S, corresponding to the dual par- 
tition. We generalize this to groups of type D and E. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a partition of a positive integer n, and let V,, be the corresponding 
irreducible representation of X.,(C). It was observed long ago that the zero 
weight space q affords the irreducible representation XXI of the symmetric 
group S,, corresponding to the dual partition A’. In this note we generalize this 
to the remaining simply laced groups, namely those of type D, and En. 
For a generalization to make sense, the result for 5X,(C) must be rephrased. 
The modules VA and their duals are exactly those S&(C) modules in which 
zero is a weight but twice a root is not a weight. For any semisimple group, a 
module with this property is called ‘small’ (cf. [B], [RI). Let !3 be the variety of 
complete flags in C”, and let 23, be the fixed points in Z? under the action of a 
unipotent element u with Jordan blocks of size A’. The Springer representation 
of S,, on the top nonvanishing cohomology H”P(B,) (complex coefficients) is 
irreducible, and isomorphic to XX/. Thus, the zero weight spaces in small 
SL,(@) modules are Springer representations. 
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Now suppose G is a simple complex Lie group of type A, D or E. Let t3 be the 
full flag variety of G, and let W be the Weyl group of G. The main result of this 
paper is 
Theorem. Let V be an irreducible small representation of G. Then there is a uni- 
potent element u E G for which the zero weight space p is isomorphic, as 
W-module, .to the Springer representation H“‘P(B,). The G-orbits of unipotent 
elements which arise in this way form the unique maximal open subset of the uni- 
potent variety of G consisting of special unipotent orbits. 
See [C] for the definition of ‘special unipotent orbit’. For SL,(C), all unipotent 
orbits are special, but in types D, and E,, there is a unique maximal nonspecial 
orbit, and the open set in the theorem is the complement of its closure. One 
other difference is that H’“P(&) may be reducible, yet it is still isomorphic to 
the zero weight space under the stated conditions. 
Both assertions of the theorem are false for non-simply-laced groups (see 
remarks at the end of 93) and I don’t know of an appropriate reformulation for 
those cases. 
Indeed, our proof of the theorem is empirical: We find all the small modules, 
calculate their zero weight spaces, and compare with the known Springer cor- 
respondence (see [C] and references therein). For a general G-module V, the 
structure of V” is very complicated (c.f. [A]), but for D, it turns out that any 
small module is either an exterior power of CZn or close to it. For E, we invoke 
the following recent result of Broer [B]. Let g and t be the Lie algebras of G and 
a maximal torus T c G, respectively. Let ?-&I and 7-&t be the G- and W-har- 
monic polynomials of degree n on g and t. Broer’s result says that if V is small, 
then 
Homc( V,X,g) N Horn& V’,IFl,t) 
for every n. An old result of Kostant [K] tells us the maximum n for which the 
left side is nonzero. Combining this with the tables in [BL] an [BMP], we can 
determine Vs in all but one case: a certain E7 module. Here we get decisive in- 
formation by restricting the module and its zero weight space to E6. 
On the other hand, there is one small module particular to the groups of type 
D and E, which can be treated in a uniform way. It is there that we begin. 
2. THE INEXACT TWO-FORMS 
In this section G is any simple complex Lie group not of type A. Let Icz c g A g 
denote the kernel of the Lie bracket g A g + g. It is easy to see that Icz contains 
the irreducible g-module with highest weight 2~0 - Q, where cyo is the highest 
root and Q is the unique simple root not orthogonal to ~0. Counting dimensions 
in each case, we find that K2 is in fact irreducible. Moreover, Icz is small exactly 
when g is simply laced, hence of type D or E. 
Regardless of whether Ic2 is small or not, we can determine the zero weight 
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space representation of W on Ici, as follows. Let g = t $ m be the orthogonal 
decomposition of g under the Killing form. We have 
t e KY = (A*g)’ = [fl*(i + m)lr = A*t @ (A2m)T, 
this last since there are no T-invariants in m. Hence, as virtual W-modules, we 
have 
(2.1) Ic!j = (A’m)T + A’f - f. 
All exterior powers oft are irreducible W-modules [Bo, p.127, exercise 2a,d], so 
it remains to decompose (A’m) ‘. 
If g is not simply laced, let Q, be the dominant short root. Recall that CLO isthe 
dominant long root. In W, we have the reflection subgroups 
Wo = W,” x (S,“), w, = W,\ x (&,J, 
where the first factor in each is the centralizer of the corresponding root. For 
Y = 0 or Y = s, the group W, is the centralizer in W of the reflection s,,,. Let 
Ed: W,+{&l}beth e character trivial on W,,, nontrivial on s,~. 
Lemma 2.2. 
(1) As W-modules, we have (A2m)T ‘v CD, Indzr&,. Hence 
Kp IV A”t - t + c Indg,E,. 
(2) The reflection representation t of Wappears with multiplicity one in each 
IndF,e,. Hence the multiplicity oft in Ici is the number of root lengths, less 
one. 
(3) The exterior power Aqi does not appear in IndE,o, ifq > 1. Hence A’t 
appears with multiplicity one in Xi, andno higher exteriorpower appears in 
K!. 
Proof. For p E 4 let X, be a corresponding root vector in g. For r E (0, s}, let 
w, = x,, A x-,, E (A *m) ‘. For u’ E W, we have ~1. w, = E, (w)w,. The W-mod- 
ule generated by w, has the basis {X,, A X-J : p > 0, (81 = /cy,/}, which has car- 
dinality [W : W,.] since W acts transitively on roots of a given length. This 
shows (1). 
Let H, := [&,, X_,,] E t, and let f, be the orthogonal complement o the line 
through H, under a W-invariant hermitian inner product on t. This line affords 
the unique occurrence of Ed in t, from which (2) follows. 
The subgroup W,, is a maximal parabolic subgroup of W, hence acts on f as 
its own reflection representation on f,, plus a one dimensional space of 
invariants afforded by CH,. It follows that W,, has no invariants in Aqt for 
q > I, whence (3). 0 
For any G module V, or W-module E, let 
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P( V, 7-Q, t) := c dimHomc( V’, IH,g)t”, 
?I>0 
P(E, Xt, t) := c dim Homw( V, ‘Fl,,t)t” 
n>O 
be the respective harmonic multiplicity polynomials. 
We briefly digress to mention that (2.2) can be used to explain a few of the 
computer-generated entries in [BL], giving the harmonic multiplicity poly- 
nomials in type E,,. 
Proposition 2.3. Recall that g is not of type A. The harmonic multiplicity poly- 
nomial of Kg is given by 
P(K!j, ‘Ht, t) = c t h& - +’ + c td’+4-2~ 
r i=l I <i<jjf 
where i! = dimt, and di, di(r) are the degrees of the generators of the Wand 
W,-invariant polynomials on t, respectively. If G is simply laced (type D or E), 
then this is also P(K2, Hg, t). 
Proof. By (2.2) (l), and Solomon’s formula [S] for the harmonic multiplicities 
of A 4 t, we only have to compute each 
Pw(Indg,e,.7-It, t) = Pw(Indg,&,,St, I,nl - td’, 
i=l 
where St is the symmetric algebra on t. Since g # $L(n), the space t is also the 
reflection representation of W,. In the notation of the proof of (2.1), we have 
7; 
=c t2k+IPW,,,(@r St,, t) 
k=O 
= L&l - pw) -1, 
r=2 
where dz(r), , dt(r) are the degrees of the fundamental War invariants in St,. 
Since there is an additional fundamental invariant for W, in &t, we have the 
formula in (2.2). The last assertion is a particular case of Broer’s theorem [B], 
since Kz is then small. •i 
It is easy to use (2.2) to give the explicit decomposition of Ki. For D, and E,, 
this is found in the next two sections. 
3. EVEN ORTHOGONAL GROUPS 
Take V=C2” , n 2 4, with standard basis el , el,,, and the orthogonal form 
(,) on Vwithmatrix y: 1 1 The exterior powers AkV are irreducible for 
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SO(V) for 0 5 k < n, and for k = n we have the splitting A” V = AT V $ .A!! V. 
Only even degree exterior powers have nonzero zero weight spaces. 
For odd degrees k, with 1 5 k 5 n, we consider the maps 
f: V@AkV+Ak+‘V, g: V@AkV--tAk-‘V 
given by 
g(w c$ WI A ‘. . A’Uk) = fJ-l)‘-‘(V,W~)?J~ A...AWi_l AWi+l A...AWk. 
i=l 
Let vk = kerf II ker g. The vector w := ei 63 ei A.. . A ek belongs to vk and iS a 
highest weight vector for the appropriate torus and Bore1 subgroup. Using the 
Weyl dimension formula, we find, fork < n, that the irreducible representation 
generated by w is all of vk, hence vk is irreducible for k < n. When k = n is odd, 
we have two mutually contragredient components V, = Vu.+ CE V,,_. 
Lemma 3.1. The small irreducible modules for SO(V), dim V = 2n, are the fol- 
lo wing: 
(1) AkV with k even, 0 5 k < n, 
(2) Vk with k odd, 1 5 k < n, 
(3) A: V ifn is even, 
(4) V,,* if n is odd. 
Proof. Let cq , . . , a, be the simple roots of D,, labelled in the usual way. The 
highest root is aa = cri + 202 + . . . + 2a,_z + cr,_i + CY~. Suppose X is the 
highest weight of a small representation. Because X is dominant and in the root 
lattice, whe have X = Cy=‘=, aiai for integers ai satisfying 
1 5 al < a2 5 . . . 5 a,_2, 
with the difference at each step not exceeding the difference at the previous step. 
In addition, we have 
2al L a2, 2an-2 L an-3 + a,-1 + a,, 2a,_l 2 an-z, 2a, > a,_z. 
From the last three, we deduce that if an-3 = a,_z, we must have an-2 = 
2a,_l = 2a,. 
Suppose al 2 3. Then an-2 2 3, and dominance at the last two end nodes 
gives a,_1 2 2, a, >_ 2. But then dominance at the branch node says an-2 2 4. 
We now have X > 2~0, implying that 2~~0 is a root of VA, contradicting small- 
ness. 
It is now easy to list all possible tuples X = (al,. . ,a,,) and find the corre- 
sponding module on our list: 
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A=(1,2 ,...) 2p,2p ,...( 2p,p,p), Vx=n+V 
n-l n-l 
x= 1,2 (..., n-2,2,2 
( 1 
, n odd, VA = A”-’ V 
n-l*1 n-lF1 
X=X*= 1,2 ,..., n-2, 2 ~ 2 
( 
, 
n even, V,, CT!? V,_ = n”V 
X=(2,3 i... .2p,2p ,...I 2p,p,p), lQ+l. J’I~=v2~-1 
( 
n n 
A= 2,3 ,..., n-1,T32 , neven, 
> 
VA = V+, 
n-l n-l 
X= 2,3 ,..., n-l,2,y 
( 
, nodd, VA= Vn-2 
nil n+l 
2,3 ,..., n-l,-.2 
2 
, n odd, VA = v,,*. 0 
Let T be the maximal torus of matrices in SO(V) that are diagonal with respect 
to the basis {ei}. For any SO(V) module M, let M” denote the T-invariant 
vectors in M. In fact, the modules Vk, Ak V are naturally representations of the 
full orthogonal group O(V). The quotient by T of the normalizer of Tin O(V) 
is the Weyl group of type B,,. denoted again by B,,, and likewise for its subgroup 
D, of index two. We shall calculate the action of B, on @ and (AkV)‘, from 
which the action of D,, follows immediately. 
The irreducible representations of B12 correspond to ordered pairs of parti- 
tions (o; ,B) with a + h = n, where a and h are the respective sums of the parts of 
a and ,0. To (CK d) corresponds the representation 
where xtr is the representation of S, corresponding to o, extended to B, by tri- 
vial action on the sign changes, and %,I is the unique extension of >irj from & to 
Bb with nontrivial action on the sign changes. As extended characters, we have 
xa = ~(cr; -) on S,, and T:j = u(-; 8) on sh. 
The restrictions to D, of ~(cx; /3) and x(/$ o) are isomorphic, and irreducible 
if o # fi. We use the same notation for these representations of 0,. On the other 
hand, we have the splitting 
x(o; Q)I& = x(o; o)’ $ x(cu: o)” 
when n = 2a. 
Lemma 3.2. The zero weight spaces of the small modules for SO(V) decompose 
under D, asfollows, with appropriate labelling in (3). 
(1) (A2pV)o z x(n -p;p) 0 I p < 5 
(2) Vi_, =x(n-q,l;q-l)+,x(n-q;q-1,l) 1 <q-C!?)! 
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(3) (AyV)” N X(4,:)‘, (AT!V)O N x(i,f)“, n even 
(4) , nodd. 
Note: In (2) and its proof, x(n - 1; q - 1,l) and $&i.l are read as zero if q = 1. 
Proof. Let 0 5 p 5 n/2. The &-translates of ei A . . . A e,, A e,,+i A . . A en+,, are 
a basis of (A”’ V)‘. The izh sign change in B,, acts by interchanging ei and e,,+;, 
leaving the others fixed. This proves (1) and by restriction, (3). 
For (2), the definition of Vk shows that it suffices to decompose ( V @ A” V)‘_ 
with k = 2q - 1, under the action of B,,. 
GivenasetofindicesJ=Ci,<...<j,}c{l,...,2n},leteJ=ej,~...A 
ej,, E Am V. Let us call a J of size 2q ‘balanced’ if jy < n and j,+i = n t-j, for 
1 5 i 5 q, i.e., if eJ is a zero weight vector in AZ4 V. Then 
{ej 8 eJ_bI : J balanced, IJ( = 2q, j E J} 
is a basis of (V 8 A” V)‘. and this space has dimension 2q(,“). 
LetZ={1,2, . . . . q.n+l,n+2 ,..., n+q}.Forl Ii<q,thevectors 
$ := ei 8 e/-I ;l f (- l)‘-le,,+i @ el_{,+il 
span respective subspaces W* of (V 18 A’ V)’ which are stable under Bq x Bn+, 
the second factor acting trivially. The S, inside the first factor permutes the $‘s 
by its action on the subscripts. The ifh sign change fixes 21: and negates all other 
7,:‘s. It follows that 
Now 
(V @ A”V)’ = Indf)xBn__q( W, $ W-), 
since the B,-translates of the $ span the left side and both sides have the same 
dimension. Whe have 
Ind& _ n v I+‘+ = Ind2_iXB,XRnu( %-I @ YI @ x,~-~) 
= Mi_, xB,,_,,+, [X4-I @ IndBB7G..y 11 
= IndB” ,_,XB,_,+, [Z-l @ oin-4+1 @ xn-qdl 
=y(n-q+l;q-l)%x(n-q,l;q-l), 
and 
Ind$xB ,, ‘I W_ = x(n - q: q) cE ,x(n - q; q - 1,l). 
Using decomposition (l), we now obtain decompositions (2) and (4). 0 
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We next list the unipotent classes associated with the representations x((Y; 13) in 
(3.2) via de Springer correspondence (cf. [Cl), denoting a class of unipotent 
elements u by its partition of elementary divisors. Primes’ indicate different 
classes with the same partition. We then give the component group A(u) of the 
centralizer of u in PSO(2n). This has order one or two in the cases at hand, and 
when ,4(u) = & we indicate the representation p = &l of A(u) corresponding 
to X(Qu; P). 
x(?r - p,p) : u = [2n - 2p - 1,2p + 11, A(u)=1 (oip<;) 
X(n-q,l;q-l):u=[2n-2q-l,2q-l,l,l], A(u)=Zz, 
p=l ( n+l l<q<- 2 1 
X(n-q;q- 1,l) :u= [2n-2q- 1,2q- l,l,l], A(u) =z2, 
p= -1 ( n+l 2<q<-- 2 > 
X(f,;>‘: u = [n,n]‘, A(u) = 1 
X(;,;)“: u = [n,n]“, A(u) = 1 
( 
n-l Tl - 1 
x 2,1;2 
1 
: u = [n - 1.n - l,l, 11, 
Under the orbit-closure relation, there is a unique 
potent orbit; it has partition p = [2n - 5,2,2, 11. It 
above list contains exactly those partitions which 
(n even) 
(n even) 
A(u) = 1 (n odd). 
maximal nonspecial uni- 
is easy to check that the 
correspond to unipotent 
classes in SO(2n) and are not < p in the partial order on partitions. This com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem for type D. 
Before closing this section, we make a few remarks about odd orthogonal 
groups. We omit details, since they are similar to, and simpler than those above. 
If V = C2n+‘, the small modules for SO( I’) are exactly the exterior power of V. 
The zero weight spaces are 
(A2JY)0 N x(n -p;p) 
Both assertions of our theorem fail already for n = 2. 
4. GROUPS OF TYPE E 
We use the following labelling of the Dynkin diagrams for type E,,: 
123...n- 1 
n 
and Xi,. . . , A, denote the corresponding fundamental dominant weights. We 
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use the notation of [C] for Weyl group representations and unipotent classes: 
Weyl group representations are labelled $J d.6, where d is the dimension, and b is 
the lowest degree of harmonic polynomials in which $d,b appears. The rep- 
resentations at hand are determined uniquely by d, b. Unipotent elements are 
denoted by the type of the minimal Levi subgroup containing them, with 
at, ~2,. . denoting the various nonregular distinguished unipotent elements. 
We now list each of the small modules VA, the Weyl group action on the zero 
weight space V’,,‘, and a unipotent element u such that VF = IftoP( The as- 
sertion about special orbits is seen immediately from the partial orders on 
unipotent classes given in [Cl. 
Aside from the trivial and adjoint representations, other small modules for 
E,, have uniform realizations: Icl and the W action on Ict were described in 
section 2. 32 is the quotient of 7-& by the submodule generated by the squares 
of root vectors. Since tilt is irreducible for the Weyl groups of type En, we have 
,J7: N ‘Hzt, by Broer’s theorem. 
El 
q = 60 
B0 = Q, = 47.1 
J-j = q5 = 427.2 
x: = qz = $56.3 + 421.6 
vzox, = 421.3 
P x(,+x7 = 4120.4 + &OS,5 
Es 
g = $1.0 
go = q, = d%.l 
?j = e, = 435.2 
f$ = qh = 4112.3 + 428.8 
q:R = 4210,4 + 4160.7 
u = E6 
u = E6(Ul) 
u = D5 
u = E6(a3) 
~4 = Ds(a1) 
u = D4 
u = El 
~4 = E7(a1) 
u = E7(a2) 
u = E7(a3) 
u = E6 
24 = E6(Ql) 
u = Es 
u = &3(Ul) 
u = E8(a2) 
u = E8(a3) 
u = E8(a4) 
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There are, respectively, two, two and one case(s) left to explain, The main idea 
is as follows. Combining the results of Kostant and Broer, we find that 
where q?~ is irreducible satisfying 
P($, tit, t) = thtiX) + lower terms, 
and ht(X) is the sum of the coefficients of simple roots in X and 11, is possibly 
reducible, with 
deg P( 4, tit, t) < ht(X) 
In particular, if there is only one irreducible W-module &J, with 
degP(+d,h, 7-&t) = ht(X), we can conclude that 4d,b appears in q with multi- 
plicity one. The possibilities for q!~ are further restricted if it is known that V 
does not appear in 7&g for small n. 
Using the tables in [BL] and [BMP], this method completely determines Vf 
for the two remaining E6 cases. 
For the one remaining case in Ex, it shows that 
for some 160-dimensional representation ‘#J’160 with degP($qho, ‘Flf, t) < 
ht(Xs) = 68. Consulting [BL] and counting dimensions, we find the only possi- 
bility t0 be ‘$160 = $160.7. 
For E7, this method determines V&,, and shows that 
vo &,+X7 = h20.4 + ho5 
for some 105dimensional representation @lo5 with degP(,$qso, tit, t) < 
ht(X6 + X7) = 38. Consulting [BL] and using the degree bound, we find the di- 
mensions of the possible constituents of $q05 to be 5 56 or 105. We will show 
that the restriction of @to5 to the Weyl group of E6 contains a 64 dimensional 
irreducible representation of w(E6). This will imply q!+os = &05.5, since this is 
the only 105-dimensional representation of W(E7) whose harmonic multi- 
plicity polynomial has degree < 38. 
We first make a general remark on restricting zero weight spaces in small 
modules to parabolic subgroups of the Weyl group. Let V be a small module for 
G, let L be a Levi subgroup, let AL be the roots of L, and let W(L) be the Weyl 
group of L. Let 
be the sum of those weight spaces in V whose weights are integral combinations 
of roots in A,. Then V(L) is an L-invariant subspace of V, and we have 
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where y runs over dominant weights for L, U, is the corresponding irreducible 
L-module, and my is the multiplicity (in V(L) or the restriction of I/ to L, it is 
the same). 
The crucial point is that, since & C A, the L-module U, is small if m, > 0. 
Moreover, we have 
PI w(L) = V(L)' = @ m, Ut. 
5 
By induction, one knows all small L modules and their zero weight spaces, and 
the my’s are easily found from weight multiplicities. 
Apply this to G = ET, L = E6, V = V x6+x7. Rename the dominant weights of 
E6 as ~1.. . . 1 76. Letting N denote conjugacy under W(E7). we have 
“16 N xl, 71 +y5 -x5? y3 -x2, 
Yl +Y2 - “14 + 75 N x6 + x7, 37, m 375 N A, + 2x6. 
Consulting weight multiplicities for E6 and E7 in [BMP], we find that 
Knowing E6, we conclude (renaming 4d.h as )Cd,h for W(Ee)-modules) that 
v”/ u’(E6) = 2~64.4 @ 2x20.2 @ ~15.5 @ X30.3 @ 2~6.1. 
This completes the table for ET, and the proof of the theorem. 
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